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GINZBERG'S "GEONICA" 

Geonica. By Louis GINZBERG. I. The Geonim and their Halakic 

Writings. II. Genizah Studies [also under the title: fnlKw 

D n W^3 n., p;l t Dnl~in nnClwn'l. (Texts and Studies 

of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, vol. I-II). 

New York I909. pp. xuI + 210; (5) + 425, 8?. 

THE Gaonic epoch or, more exactly, the period from the 

completion of the Babylonian Talmud to the flourishing of an 

independent Jewish culture in Europe is the most momentous in 
the history of the Jews since the dispersion. To begin with, the 
Talmud then became the norm and rule of the entire Jewish life, 
not only of the religious but also of the social life, but the religious 
life itself was strongly affected and new and unknown horizons 

opened themselves disclosing new vistas. Various sects, above all 
the Karaite, undermined the power of tradition and the authority 
of its official bearers, while mysticism and religious philosophy 
endeavored to instil a new essence into Judaism, not to mention 
the fact that through contiguity with Arabic culture profane 
science penetrated more and more into the Jewish domain, fructi- 

fying and fertilizing it. In addition to these currents there were 
the Midrash and the Piyyut, the Masorah and philology, secular 
and synagogal poetry, the fixing of the calendar and the develop- 
ment of the liturgy, and other subjects which although not all 

originating at that time nor all fostered with equal intensity in 

Babylon, the seat of officia, Judaism, still were in a measure 

brought to an end in the Gaonic period, so that the latter impressed 
its stamp upon them. This period, however, was for a long time 
most obscure, chiefly because very few accounts of it had come 
down to us, and hence it became the scene of confusion for all 
kinds of fantastic hypotheses; but also here has the discovery of 
the Genizah thrown a new light on many problems, although its 
finds stretch chiefly over the last period of this epoch. Recent 
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398 THE JEWISH QUARTERLY REVIEW 

years have indeed brought us many detailed investigations and 
minute inquiries concerning the Gaonic age,' but superior in im- 

portance to all of them is the work mentioned in the heading, 
for the very reason that besides many new aspects and the new 
treatment of old questions, to which the first volume is devoted, 
it offers in the second volume a fulness of new material quite 
unknown heretofore, which, similarly drawn from the Genizah, 
enriches our knowledge of the Geonim to a considerable extent. 

I 

The first volume is divided in two uneven parts, of which the 

first (pp. 1-72) deals with the institution of the Gaonate, the 

second (pp. 73-205) on the other hand with the halakic 

literature of the Geonim. Ginzberg is right in maintaining 
that the Geonim were not mere presidents of scholastic 

institutions (so Halevy in ,'l,WNI ilnnl' whose views are 

combatted here frequently and successfully), but representa- 
tives of an institution of authoritative standing, and that 

one misunderstands their essence by considering them as direct 

successors to the Babylonian Amoraim. On the other hand, how- 

ever, it seems to me that Ginzberg emphasizes too little the 

importance of the Geonim in perpetuating tradition, chiefly with 

regard to the interpretation of the Talmud, which already Abraham 

b, David of Posquieres pointed out in a remark adduced by Ginz- 

berg himself at the close of this volume (p. 205). The character- 

istics of the Geonim as opposed to the Amoraim are threefold, 

according to Ginzberg. In the first place, the Talmud abounds in 

names of scholars who never were heads of schools, while in 

the Gaonic literature we find learned men only among the presidents 
of schools and colleges. However, Ginzberg compared here two 

incommensurable quantities, two totally different kinds of literature; 
discussions on the one hand, decisions on the other; here differ- 

ences of opinion concerning the Mishnah and cognate questions, 
there Responsa on definite, concrete questions concerning actual 

occurrences in the religious and judicial practice, including difficult 

passages in the Talmud; and with queries of such types people 

naturally turned to the presidents of schools who alone were 

1 See the comprehensive account by Liber (REJ., LXI, 297-316). 
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competent to solve them. Besides, Ginzberg himself remarks (p. 

7, n. I) that we possess Responsa also from men who, though living 
near to the Geonim, were no Geonim themselves. Thus Nathan, 
who is mentioned three times in Amram's Siddur, is no doubt 

Nathan Alluf, since from him comes information concerning 
customs which prevailed in the Academy, see fol. 37a: '1?O ':n 

(and also fol. 35b: 'n5 = ~nn tINW tnm 1: ,rt l p-ns :n 
1:1 ':1t3 5I nn1n M'wt V5VW relates to the custom of the Acade- 

my). He was only called 11nY y' ==- pt because he was desig- 
nated for the position of school president, hence too it is probably he 

who is meant in the Responsa of Meir b. Baruk, Prague, No. 122, 
end (where p1t jnr 1 ).'2 Hezekiah b. Samuel, on the other hand, 

probably never wrote any Responsa, at any rate he is not identical 

with the writer of the epistle in JQR., XVIII, 401, as I have 

demonstrated in Riv. Isr., VI, I99. Eleazar Alluf, however, is 

necessarily the author of the Responsum y"E, 26b, No. 23, because 

on any other supposition the latter baffles all understanding (see 
also my DW D1~2 , I, 53). The second point of difference 

between the Amoraim and Geonim Ginzberg sees in the fact that 

the office of the latter was restricted to a few families and that 

also other functionaries (as the 1l" n3l zs, :3 W'I, and secretar- 

ies) were often recruited from these families-a fact which the pre- 

2 As to the two passages in rlT? ~IM (I, No. 640, fol. I76b, and III, 

p11, No. 373, fol. 56b), which are both derived from the ll)pIO[ IbD, 

and the first of which reads: 1*i .'W II: 1t:1'1 14IXN 1:P 1 h IT rlt'N 

p11R nxrn '1nsW, while the second has: "v 71t I'f l tn l -I l:, n', I am 

inclined to read in the first with Mifiller (against Ginzberg p. 31 and Marx 

ZfhB., XIII, 73) Iln1 for r*~ and to understand the reference likewise to 

Nathan Alluf, for the ni'pXi;n no5, as far as we know now, adopted only 

Responsa from Geonim or from their school, hence it would have been 

surprising that we should not know anything of the father of Nathan b. 

Iananiah of Kairwan, who was even termed Gaon. ;Mlnl4 was therefore 

changed into g~, just because this Nathan b. HIananiah is mentioned in 

another passage of the yVlT *'it (II, 422; fol. I7Ib). On the other hand, 

the passage quoted by me (D1't D?l?I). I, 6o) from the DIrn nllt1 'l1. 

? 566, is to be obliterated, since here the author of the Mahkim is meant 

(ed. Freimann, p. 17, see ib., p. XX). 
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served data attest. The third and last differentiating feature is 

that the Geonim drew salaries. These, however, were probably 
not permanent in the beginning, for Nathan ha-Babli's remark 

concerning Joseph b. Jacob, Saadya's rival (Med. Jew. Chron., II, 82, 

1.4 from below): lm>n '~ alW EW/ ranl,a np 4 , p/w pnn fi~i 

1D3 is valid only, as it seems, with reference to the last period, and 

even then the incomes grew less and less (see JQR., XIX, 399). 
Also the change of conditions of life during the Gaonate from 

those of the Talmudic age should be taken into consideration, as 

is actually cdone by Joseph b. Judah in his 'DI 3nbD (ed. Bacher, 

p. I20) in defending the Geonim against Maimonides. 

An old but exceedingly important source for the time of the 

Geonim is still the report of Nathan b. Isaac ha-Babli, and who- 

ever institutes inquiries into that age must fall back on this 

chronicler. Ginzberg too expatiates upon him (p. 22 ff.). It so 

happens that also here the Genizah has furnished new material 

through the discovery of a fragment of this report in the Arabic 

language. Friedlaender who edited this fragment (JQR., XVII, 

747 ff.) considers the Arabic as the original, and this view, to my 

opinion, has not been refuted by Ginzberg. 5P Inv is certainly 

good Hebrew, and also 1'K' 5P Inv in the sense of "to stand 

over somebody" (comp. Riv. Isr., VII, 93), and it is true that in 

general Arabisms do not prove that Arabic was the language of 

the original, but there is additional evidence in favor of an Arabic 

prototype, namely the additions which Friedlaender points out as 

missing in the Hebrew version. Wholly unacceptable, however, is 

Ginzberg's view that Nathan had recited his story orally in 

Kairwan and his auditors recorded it both in Arabic and Hebrew, 
for the differences in the two versions would then have been 

much greater. Equally improbable is the identification with a cer- 

tain Nathan of Africa, who is cited in a Responsum of Meir b. 

Baruk,3 for Nps!'RD tn I: nn1:ln nnn: Mirn n wnr, nznnin:l DK 
5"t does not mean "in a Responsum by Nathan" but "in a [Gaonic] 

Responsum to Nathan"; to this effect is also the passage quoted 

3 Ginzberg knows this Responsum only from 0"n Mrnln, II, 333; it is 

found, however, in the Responsa, ed. Lemberg, No. I93. Comp. in addition 

Biichler, REJ., L, I47 ff.; my IIN'l'p 'PnK, No. 39 and Toledano's IgrOn '1, 

p. 221, 248. 
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by Ginzberg himself from '1':1 D"C 'n nl~:1n i 'l , p. I93: 

5:1 4INKR INvW Rpn"DK tD*n 'lvnn 3zinn ?l1 mID, and un- 

doubtedly the same collection is meant in both places. Vice versa we 
find also nl6tq in the sense of responsa, as in the passage quoted by 
Ginzberg (p. I6I, n. 2) from Harkavy, p. 84: nnX :nIn rK lSRw 
^It tlh:. 

As to the value and reliability of Nathan where he is at 
variance with Sherira, different views prevail. To mention but 
a few discrepancies, according to Sherira the opponent of the 
Gaon Kohen-Zedek was the Exilarch David, while to Nathan it 
was his predecessor Ukba; furthermore, Nathan names Amram 
b. Solomon and Hai b. Kiyyumi as contemporary Geonim in Sura 
while Sherira ignores them altogether; finally, no mention is made 
by Nathan of Hananiah, Sherira's father and successor to Zemah 
b. Kafnoi. Disagreeing with Halevy whose estimate of Nathan 
is very low, Ginzberg follows Graetz mostly in endeavoring to 
rehabilitate this historian, even at the cost of very violent har- 
monizing methods and very doubtful combinations. Such are the 
attempts to prove that Ukba wanted to take away the revenues 
of Khorasan not from Kohen-Zedek but from Mebasser; that 
Nathan's words (p. 79, 1. 17): nri WX1 w:py ' W 3nl'p nW vP 

":IW do not refer to David but to Kohen-Zedek; that the reading in 
Sherira's text should perhaps be KV ''l '1 in, as if Sherira would 

say in this manner and not rather WKW ' 111 W ]l', and such other 
attempts. Similarly violent is the identification of Amram b. Solo- 
mon with Yom Tob b. Jacob and the assumption that father as well 
as son had double names (,ipW ZpyI and D:y D 1: '), which is 

improbable in those days.4 The analogies quoted prove nothing, 
for in VK :1n :1 't, who was called 3D1:1, the word -'i con- 
stitutes the title, and ,'rW'iW? could very easily be turned 
into Moses ,l(,")MT . When we do find such a double 
name, it is mostly due to a defective transmission, as, for 
instance, in the case of Joseph b. Abba whom Sherira 
(p. 37), Abraham b. David (p. 64), and his followers 

4 So already Graetz (Gesch., V, fourth ed., p. 277; comp. Eppenstein's 
remark ad loc.), who, however, by an error calls Jacob b. Natronai the 
peedecessor of Yom-Tob b. Jacob. 
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Joseph b. Zaddik and Saadya ibn Danan have turned into Joseph 
b. Judah. It is therefore not impossible that nnStVn D'i I had 
arisen in some unknown manner from i W 'b : D11 itV, owing to a 

misconception of the abbreviation "'3. Nor is the existence of 
Hai b. Kiyyumi substantiated elsewhere, for the passage from "t"1, 
I, I97a, adduced by Ginzberg, p. 68: 11 Dnl ' 1 ] Pl 3 n1 m n1'1 

11 r i' i may as well have reference to Hai b. David or Hai b. 

Nahshon, since indeed DE3 'I does not necessarily mean oral 

transmission; but it is more probable that the reading should be 
lW ms. D 31 D3 1 p' l1KW I 31 :1l, for Tosafot Gittin, beginning, 

mention this explanation as coming from Hai and Saadya ( "'11 

,Ivit ,':1'1 b3'1 tl[ 'n '1 Dw3n V10), and this points to the prob- 
ability that in the original source Hai was placed before Saadya 
(Mordecai Gittin, beginning, has only 'I't '4TIPD 311, comp. also 
Yeroham's mlnr D1K, XXIV, 2). Nor can we say with Ginzberg 
that Hai b. Kiyyumi was not mentioned by Sherira because he was 
not Gaon officially, since Nathan states expressly (p. 80, 1. 6) 

r1nNK 'v1. This Hai is only mentioned in the Kabbalistic tra- 
ditional chain of Eleazar of Worms (Monatsschrift, XLIX, 697), 
but probably here too Nathan served as source. 

While the rehabilitation of Nathan may be said to have been 
unsuccessful in this respect, Ginzberg rightly refutes the perverse 
view of Halevy that Nathan's data concerning the superiority of 
Sura over Pumbedita had reference to Talmudic and not Gaonic 
times. Ginzberg was in a position even to corroborate (p. 47) 
Nathan's statement that the Gaon of Sura withheld the title Gaon 
from his equal in Pumbedita in his correspondence with the latter, 
through a Responsum of Jacob b. Mordecai to Joseph b. Shela 
which is found in several sources and which contains the following: 
60311 6<:nml rT'13 sn3'n?3 Wn' tl 1' i i s:8n S sn, K3'n3i 
,i,~ (comp. also Lewin, Jahrbuch d. jiid.-lit. Gesellsch., VIII, 
328). Nathan, however, says only that the presidents of the 

Academy at Pumbedita were not accorded the title Gaon by 
those of Sura, but he does not say that the former did 
not bear that title at all. Therefore I must differ from 

Ginzberg's view that the scholastic heads in Pumbedita bore origin- 
ally only the title Vl%5 (identical with 1:3 V'nl) and that only 
Sherira designated them as Geonim as a token of reverence to his 
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predecessors. Consequently Samuel n:l WK1, Aha's teacher, is 

hardly identical with the Gaon Samuel b. Mar of Pumbedita, for, 
if this were so, Hai and his followers, Abraham b. Isaac and 
Solomon b. Adret (see my D)'W Wtz , I, 65), would have cer- 
tainly called him Gaon. As little identical is Huna Alluf with 
Huna b. Joseph (see ib., 54) and still less so Judah Alluf In,1 

,;1Y3:1 1pB with Jehudai, the pre-predecessor of Samuel b. Mar 
(and not follower, as Ginzberg, p. 50, puts its by mistake), for 

,'n1: l'np p'ronl proves that he came from 11]p! 1?n and was 
I53 SV' in Basra,5 a city that stood in frequent relations with the 

Geonim (see e. g. vol. II, 33. 212). The title Alluf, however, was 

mostly granted to foreign scholars (see my b4JW W r3), p. 67). 
Nor is it true that in the Halakot Gedolot the heads of the 
Academy in Pumbedita are termed Allufim only and never Geonim 
(which would indeed be natural in a work of Suran origin), for 
we find e. g. ed. Hildesheimer, p. I85. 842: ": ': 13 41DU :'I 1 

As for details in this part of the book the following is to be 
remarked: p. I the calendar was completed not in Palestine but, 
as most modern research shows, in Babylonia; see my art. 
Calendar (Jewish) in Hastings' Encycl. of Religions, III, Ii8.-p. 
2, n. i Against a Jewish apostolate comp. Pines in the Carlebach- 
Festschrift, p. 187 ff.-p. 8 Hai was no 5r3 y'1 and the passage 
in Saadyana, p. xI8, proves nothing. As to the words 3:I3 KL1' 

;14t Klni-V K6 bt Wn E tl 'n Nlq DnT, I must adhere to my ex- 
planation (D~W t1: l I, I, 6) in opposition to Ginzberg and Marx 
who follows him (ZfhB., XIII, I73). Comp. also Aptowitzer, 
Monatsschrift, LV, 634 below.-p. ii, n. 2 To the passages here 
mentioned add Sifre, Deut., ? I62 and Sifre Zuta quoted Monats- 
schrift, LV, 707.-p. 12 Not Amram, Sherira's uncle, but his father 
Meshwiwas ,15 WK1i, see Sherira, ed. Neub., p. 41 and my DW"I 
WDW, I, 59.-P. 13 Concerning m ,'*,i K :n 1i comp. ib., 61, 
and as to Israel, the supposed son of Samuel b. IIofni, see REJ., 
LXII, 120, In Med. Jew. Chr. I, 189 (so, not I98) Samuel cannot 

This Jehudai is also quoted in Eshkol, II, 67 (comp. Briill's Jahrbilcher, 

V, 158):' ?A pW V'. l which is ti-Mo pbe added in my 1t4 D'in, I, 'NI6 

/15'13.1fi t11 DU l S914Wtvl O'A, which is to be added in my 1:?31t 01V3', I, 56. 
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be emended into Israel, for the year of decease I345 Sel. (= 1034) 
is that of Samuel; rather should 1NrK 1:1 ;3n,il ~ltMV be obliterated 
in the line before the last, so that HIofni's year of decease 1324 
Sel. (= IO13) would be obtained, see REJ.,. LXIII, 318. 
-p. I6 Sherira indeed says expressly that the vacancy at 
Sura occurred not before Moses b. Jacob but after his decease: 
mKi K5N DW nw 4 ng ri ... Kurn3 rIom 31 io nnnn.-p. 41 

Concerning 5MW 131n rnl3 see also ZfhB., XIII, IO.-p. 5I, 
note. The expression 75ZW3 is not peculiar to Natronai alone, 
see Pardes, 5b (No. 289) ... 51Wn: .... 7Kw 4wlr n12 -1i 2 1in 
'1:1 n 1rn lnpw ,'nn (comp. on this point REJ., LVII, 245), also 
vol. II, 231, 1. 8: K:it'1 K1t2 55:: , a Responsum which Ginz- 
berg himself (p. 229) ascribes to Hai. Also the Responsum ed. 
Harkavy (fl'P , IV, 73): WlD 5>:lt41 3311 probably does not 
come from Natronai (see further below),-ib., n. 2 Regarding the 
Responsa of the Geonim to Kairwan comp. my lTPm'p VM, p. 5 ff., 
where Hilai b. Mari (792'80I) is suggested as the first Gaon who 
came in contact with that city. That also Saadya sent Responsa to 
Kairwan directly is perhaps to be concluded from Harkavy, Stud. 
u. Mitt., IV, 93, 1. 7. 

The second part of the first volume deals, as already mentioned, 
with the halakic literature of the Geonim, for, as Ginzberg amplifies, 
the Halakah in its threefold manifestation: Talmudic exegesis, 
Codification, and Liturgy, was the exclusive domain of the Geonim. 
Saadya busied himself also with other subjects, not because of but 
in spite of being Gaon. Still also the earlier Geonim dealt with 
at least two more subjects, with Midrash and Mysticism. Thus 
it is said of the Midrash Esfah in the well-known passage in 
Yalkut, I, 736(quoted by Ginzberg, p. o04 note): yl'lll DrnLlqnl 
}W nw11S l ,n3 , pN n N:1l (r. vl<n2) <S11. As to the mystic 
writings it is not proved that they had Geonim as authors, and 
Hai even rejects their authority in his well-known Responsum in 

DI'pt nlt0; the earlier Geonim, however, indulged in these things 
by all means (see Weiss, IV, 49). However that may be, the 
chief merit of the Geonim lies in the fact that they codified the 
Talmud and considered its interpretation eminently as their task. 

The oldest work of the Gaonic time is the She'eltot by Aha of 
Shabha, who, though an offshoot from the school of the Geonim, 
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was not endowed himself with the title Gaon and hence emigrated 
to Palestine. Ginzberg devotes to this work a whole chapter (p. 
75-95), proving against Halevy that the She'eltot came into exist- 
ence not before Aha's emigration to Palestine but rather when he 
was already in that land, which is substantiated also by some 

linguistic peculiarities, as K 1;,, MS' K, etc. (p. 87). Still the 

Babylonian derivation of the author is borne out by some charac- 
teristic features, and ingenious is the remark that the theme on 
the study of the Torah was incorporated in the She'elta to 1p 1p 
because this was the so-called "Reception-Sabbath" ( N'1i Krn:1) 
in Babylonia. Despite the assertion that the She'eltot originated 
in Palestine Ginzberg maintains that Aha made no, use of the Pal- 
estinian Talmud and that all passages to this effect, which came 
into the She'eltot and which are mostly registered in the com- 

mentary ,sW pDnri of N. Z. J. Berlin, prove nothing. Yet 
I believe that some passages, which I have reduced to seven ( WD^JI 
DIl, I, I 6), remain in their force and cannot be disproved, 
Thus the passage in She'elta KYl XX:IDSK JV ~N ~w'tli K1I 

'131 ,r (with me No. 2) is after all influenced by p. B. k. 3, the 
one in ln'r LI (with me No. 7) by p. Ber. 6, I (comp. now also 

Aptowitzer, REJ., LXIII, 126), and so on. Furthermore, Abraham 
b. Isaac in Eshkol, I, 117 (quoted also by Ginzberg, p. 85) cites 

expressly the Palestinian Talmud as source for She'elta XCVI 

(with me No. 12): 5X 1,tt'1 'I' I 5lqIn : 5p1 :y 1 pDK Tt 

'131 rn6p ,i jnnnlrr n:n':l NDo, and in nrrs' pDgIn p. Ber. 
2 (fol. 5b, 1. 25) is rightly pointed out: i5 nnW r nminD1 n3 3n 
'131 "n NI n3n13 5 o13 t1 5r5 1'I1ri nt3n. Nor is there 

any reason why the source for She'elta I on Sabbath garments (with 
Ginzberg, p. 80; with me, No. i) should not be p. Peah 8, 8 but 
the late Pesikta rabbeti, since the latter probably drew upon the Pales- 
tinian Talmud.-New light is thrown upon the composition of the 
She'eltot through the Genizah fragments which are published in 
vol. II and which will be mentioned later. Among these are also 
found entirely new She'eltot, a perusal of which reveals the 

original ingredients in following order: (i) 1nSKl (2) 3:I 

(3) 1':l (4) 1jV5b and (5) SW'I (sometimes, however, 5 stood 
before 4, see p. 9I, n. 2) and also the fact that the PI'V simply 
contained extracts from the Babylonian Talmud, which were in 
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course of time dropped by the copyists, leading to the ultimate 
obliteration of the superscription itself. Ginzberg believes thus 
that the main purpose of Aha was to introduce and propagate the 
Babylonian Talmud in Palestine. 

The first author among the Geonim was Jehudai, whose high 
value is illustrated through a very interesting Genizah fragment 
which is published in vol. II, 52-53 (comp. also the Responsum, 
ed. Harkavy, in tp,n, IV, 72 by a pupil of n:31 who in turn was 
Jehudai's pupil). Ginzberg finds the reason for this high esteem 
in the fact that with Jehudai begins a new era, an era of literary 
activity. An allusion to it is found in Hai's words cited by Judah 
b. Barzillai (nl't,n 'iD, p. 126): nn inK DnW l: n 'i~nu n, nnmi:11 

t3z1WI: 8 'zJIK: mD IcwD b 1vn1p1iW n?1n1ayt m nrra^ snn n4:an 
5"? tlkS K1l, l'T 1 1 -1 t i1p (quoted p. 74, comp. also REJ., 
XLVII, I42). However, Jehudai seems to have been besides that 
a charming' personality, which accounts for his great fame and 

high reputation. Ginzberg devotes to him and the Halakot Gedolot 
a minute study (p. 95-117), arriving at the following conclusion: 

The current Hal. Ged. or ."n I are Jehudai's creation, which, 
like all similar productions, was subject to subsequent changes and 
additions. Thus the pupils added many of their teacher's 

Responsa and many She'eltot passages. The work was recast and 
remodeled completely about 90o through Simon Kayyara, and a 

specimen of this revision is found in the Vatican manuscript ( j", 

II). Simon's work was called originally ;IIlW3 '1 lplnw nritL rlT n1n, 
but the last three words were very soon forgotten. ,Ginzberg bases 
his argument chiefly on the fragment published by him in vol. II, 85, 
from which it is evident that already earlier Geonim credited 

Jehudai with the Hal. Ged., since we read here that the doubtful 

passage was added by Jacob b. Mordecai, a pupil of Jehudai 
(T14t NIn in lm4mt: nnm r nw S 1z1n 5bnt m 'n '5nm '=I .,. 

MS6 '5na nn3Kwm mn^4D ,nm 'wtn a;n *.. Knawn nn nmn i Dtr 

'131 Klnn*r 3) i 4'nn n1 :pr I -m- DtnV Wip l tfw T'rnD). But 

the title n[it1 ni35n has sense only if other n135n already existed 

(analogous to t)SI ':'D, which was afterwards called K:31 Di1v '17D 
in contrast to l]t t"D; that Jehudai derived the title from the 
Talmud Shebuot 45a, as Ginzberg would have it, p. 107, n. 2, is 
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improbable); as a matter of fact nobody knows this title before 

Sherira (see Epstein, jl.i, III, 54). It is therefore probable that 

in the above fragment, in the first (but not the second) place, 
the word ''.1 is an addition by the hand of a copyist, to whom also 

the formula 32"1 after the name Jacob is to be ascribed, since this 

formula came into use only in late Gaonic times.6 Besides, if 

Ginzberg's theory holds true, the Geonim who lived after 9oo, in 

citing the Hal. Ged., should have always indicated which of the 

two they meant, but this is not always the case (comp. e. g. n'l'Itn 

pl', No. I52, end); to assume, however, that the words '1 pWnw 

jlltOy have been dropped' everywhere is improbable.-Ginzberg re- 

views also (p. ii6) the i'l n'n,l edited by Schlossberg and the rVnD5; 

n'll1Yp edited by Horovitz, stating that the former simply 

represent an abbreviated Hebrew translation of parts of the Hal. 

Ged. It escaped him, however, that ed. Schlossberg came from an 

Aramaic original, nor did he observe that he himself published in 

vol. II, 382-393 a large fragment of this original, regarding which 

see my article in REJ., LXVIII, 232-244 (see also ZfhB., XV, I8'-6, 
and further below). 

The following are minor remarks in connection with this 

chapter: p. 96, n. 2 That the Responsa edited by Harkavy in Jp,I, 

IV, 7I ff., cannot come from Hilai I have shown already in ZfhB., 
VII, I30, using the same reasons as Ginzberg; and as to the ,;lI 
mentioned there see Aptowitzer, REJ., LXII, 245 ff.-p. III, n; 2. 

The influence of Jehudai's anti-Karaite tendencies makes itself felt 
also in the Responsa just mentioned, whose author was, as already 
stated, a disciple of Jehudai's pupil, comp. e. g. p. 72: NS 1 tin rmR 

r, Inw ,rymin 'l nnlJY , nin m n5 W . This is at the same time 

to my knowledge the only pre-Saadyanic anti-Karaite Gaonic 

Responsum (comp. JQR., X, 239; but then this Responsum was 

not yet known).-p. 117, n. I sn JMv ps was emended already long 

6 It occurs written in full in a Worms inscription from the year Iog9 

(Zunz, Zur Geschichte, 404; comp. Harkavy, Altjiidische Denkmiiler aus d. 

Krim p. 138), probably because it was yet little known. Furthermore, it 

occurs in Donnolo (ed. Castelli, p. 3) alongside with TYT, but here as 

well as in Saadya's and Hai's Responsa cited by Zunz (1. c., 341; still to 
be added is e. g. Stud. u. Mitt. IV, 92) we never have the certainty as to 

whether it was not an interpolation by the copyist or Hebrew translator 

of the Responsa. At any rate, the phrase is not known before Saadya. 
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ago into Sn1D tJlR'p (see my IlNT'p W.J, p. 8), but now I should 
not consider this emendation as certain. 

After a short chapter on "Codification not Favoured" (p. 
II7-II9) follows one on the Siddur of Amram Gaon (p. II9-I54), 
which is the most instructive and suggestive in the whole volume. 
With profuse erudition it is shown that the liturgical part of this 
Siddur which has come down to us constitutes only a minimum of 
its original form. The text was changed in every land to fit the 
ritual in vogue there. The halakic part of the Siddur was preserved 
in a relatively better state, but even this underwent all kinds of 
changes and interpolations; thus, apart from subsequent additions, 
Responsa of Amram were incorporated at different points. All 
this is corroborated by numerous examples, to quote which would 
lead us too far astray. I only want to call attention to the various 

digressions, above all to the Yozer-Iedushah (p. I30 ff.). Once 
more the need for a critical edition of this Siddur is shown, and 
material for such an edition is being furnished by Marx in his 

Untersuchungen (vol. I, I908; on which see my review ZfhB., 
XIII, 9).' 

As to details in this chapter the following may be added; p. 
I27 with regard to the insertion of the t 'l n'TW in the morning 
prayer comp. also Biichler, OLZ., XIV, 372.-p. I4I, n. 2 The 

expression ,1lp, l nItnn seems to occur always only in connection 
with the Academy of Pumbedita; a Mahzor in manuscript at 

Hamburg (see Jellinek's r"in Dn1t1p, No. 4) contains: nl'ntf 

nM'IDlI 0t4 'l' p n'n1'D.-- p. 148 That the title gW'i 

zpp/ 01X nwlf was peculiar only to the heads of the Academy at 
Sura and ,51 w' 1:'W Ki to those at Pumbedita remains with- 
out proof. Thus Aaron ibn Sarjado styles himself p1W nr::w ,KS 
npP (see rtIJ TIrin, No. 37), while Hai, for instance, bears 
both titles (Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., IV, 88, 90, 215; in accordance 
with this my conclusions in REJ., LI, 55 are to be corrected; 
comp. also Marx JQR., N. S., I, 7I). That in Maimonides' days 
the title :pl ;pS rl: , wR'i was current in Palestine is due 

perhaps to the fact that the scholastic presidents in that land bore 
this title likewise in the eleventh century and even carried it with 

T Equally useless is the latest edition of Amram's Siddur by Frumkin 
in two volumes (Jerusalem 1912), for its mere outward form is confusing. 
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them to Egypt later on, see REJ., I.c., 52. However, it was also 
current in Babylonia; thus it was borne by Maimonides' antagonist, 
Samuel b.'Ali, see Benjamin of Tudela, ed. Asher, 60: IK'W '-1 2n1 

3py 1lW n12wV WV 45 1I (Pethahya, ed. Gruenhut, p. 8 has only 
,11'W' Wt) .8-p. 149 Nathan MnTV fN W , who is mentioned in 

the. Siddur, is Nathan Alluf, see above.-p. 150, n. 2 Concerning 

t:WN in the Gaonic literature see in addition ZfhB., XV, 76, 
where the passage from n1"W^ nrlln, I49 is to be added. 

From Amram to Saadya there is no eminent halakic author 

among the Geonim, although some of the intervening Geonim are 

credited, justly or unjustly, with various productions (p. 154-162). 
Thus Nahshon still poses as the author of the book ,inl'K, although 
the title-page of this very rare work bears 't"'i1 i. e. 5560 (I300) 
as the year of composition (comp. also ZfhB., XV, I79). On the 

other hand he is rightly considered as the author of the 'Iggiil which 
is named after him. It is only remarkable that Abraham Ibn Ezra 
who mentions it first (hence long before Eliezer b. Jacob Belin), 
although not by name, in the beginning of his nrSv WVw' (ed. Stein- 
schneider in nWllr,l ?W), does not indicate the name of the author: 

rI Sy wss ,D'w rltN 1I= yt l mnnln 43^ - s nJiKwn nitnm 

'1 1 Dl ? t"1' 3i' br r^ , ,n pln2.-A talmudic lexicon it 

attributed to Zemah b. Paltoi, but the only author who possessed it 
and quotes it is the relatively late Abraham Zacuto; Ginzberg 
believes therefore (p. I59) that perhaps some other Zemah 
was the author of the lexicon and Zacuto mistook him 
for his namesake the Gaon. But if so he would not have 
called him with the patronymic ''lt05 ' nrY l1'. Moreover, the 
citations preserved from the lexicon make the impression of an 
old product, and a non-Gaon Zemah is not known from those 

early days. In favor of Gaonic descent is also the circumstance 
that l'3lp 'IbDD; found its place under the letter r (see Kohut, 

8 The title was then abbreviated through ignorance to JpY' 1]H; thus; 

e. g., Benjamin, ed. Asher, 77, says of David al-Roy: tt 'l t7 .. ..l6 . 

Wp 1Sy pK' , n,Itrrln. That this is not to be emended into W N'7 6 !BI 

p?7 1l~ n1t'W, as Kaufmann (REJ., XVII, 304) would have it, it proved 
by the fact that we find similar titles also in the Diwan of Eleazar b. Jacob 
ha-Babli (JQR., XI, 683). 
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p. XVII), an analogous procedure being found also in Saadya, 
who in his biblical lexicon recorded tn'll likewise under ,1 

(see Mion.atsschrift, XLVI, 366). 

As in all other branches of literature Saadya was epoch-making 
also in Halakah, being the first to compose halakic compendia 
(p. I62-I65). However, Saadya, strictly speaking, belonged to the 
Geonim but not to the Gaonic school, since he was an outsider. 
That he had also written commentaries to the Talmud may now 

safely be assumed; on the other hand the glosses to Berakot, ed. 

WVertheimer, can hardly be attributed to him, the opening words 

11p '4*'14 referring only to the first explanation (comp. also 

REJ., LVIII, I50, and Monatsschrift, LII, 304; LV, 65, n. 

4; more in another connection). Deserving attention is also 
Hai's commentary on Toharot, p. 38: [1 Jln 1 1' n i 

wTS tnppi n,w 5npnn pr a nnsDim nro n .. O: 

.J~1 Inn W'P , 'I'D 1, n from which we may perhaps infer the ex- 
istence of a commentary by Saadya on this tractate. On the con- 

trary, by Saadya's commentaries (,'nl'l :1'n F' 11'1 W n 1W=IJ 

Y"V VW1, Stud. u. Mitt., IV, 30) or commentary ("1' n1 '1I': ' 

'VIE,'":1" ' , Lyck, No. i) his commentaries to the Bible are 
meant. Some halakic writings of Saadya pursue an anti-Karaite 

tendency, thus probably his commentary on the thirteen rules of 

R. Ishmael (see REJ., XLVII, 136). Of the tlUpI,l 'DD Fried- 
laender thought not long ago that he had found an Arabic frag- 
ment, which he edited together with a Hebrew translation (Lewy- 
Festschrift, p. 62-75), but it belongs to a later work (see Monats- 

schrift, LV, 50I; comp. also Eppenstein, ib., p. 66 ff.). 

The three great followers of Saadya: Sherira, Hai, and Samuel 
b. Ilofni, all stood, according to Ginzberg, under the influence of 

their predecessor (p. 167-176), and the opinion is ventured that 
Sherira's Epistle is unthinkable without Saadya, which seems to me 
to be without foundation. As to Sherira's Talmud commentaries, 
which Isaac of Vienna cites as lq'' 3:1 '1 pl3, comp. in addition 

ZfhB., XV, 170, and REJ., LXIV, 2Io. Hai's commentary on Bera- 
kot is expressly quoted also in Nissim's Mafteah (ed. Goldenthal,p. 
23 aabove, see further below), in the rnln 'l D, p. 34, in the W'ril 

mn,ln "n1t'n to Pesahim (see Marx, ZfthB., XIII, 174), and in 
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n:llpr' inw to Baba kamma 2a from Yr' nlDDin (VC,^r nVl 

'131 Knprn , 3 D8WN,'; comp. Gross, REJ., VII, 70 and see 
further below); his commentary on Shabbat likewise in Nissim's 
Mafteah to Shab. 12 (p. 28b: 1'l:l 161 nn IVI :t '4'n 4nwgn 1- 
'131), and by Jonah Ibn Janah in his dictionary, s. v. 'lr? (ed. 
Neubauer, p. 368, 1. 15: n3:1 n'TDgn l * ln n1lg ip1) and s. v. 

J :1 5 (420, 5: n: r D' n ' a KT n ,m nInD lnD ' D1), and in the 

nfln IrD, p. 222 (nm M1 '^ n Miv1NS wl i 1 X l 't: "? N , 

il5n n K rni nn: lnt u vrnnn In tmnini nrnrp vnw nun i5n^ 

'1l1 n1zl, comp. Resp. Lyck, No. 59); his commentary on Hagigah is 

probably mentioned in a book-list from the Genizah (comp. JQR., 
XIII, 329, No. 77) and is quoted in Joseph b. Eliezer's BD1' r,1, 
sect. nrn , No. 11 =- rnl nfi, ed. Herzog, p. 193 (i]n D4:,'11 
m::s 'nm :3 1 ̂  nSw i^ ::n n:On lSDO mra nwt j t ;ns: ̂̂ s;n n:31 
nt 1n3 li E 1v5 nin-ni nri^ D^ .... Nn ynEoW ^; comp. 
Monatsschrift, XXXIV, I87) and in Rekanati's rnlYTn ^~y, ed. 
Basel, 2Ib (n3DO n rntn Y'T I=s *8an 13n1 4 'n D6 m 'nn pnin 131 
'IJK9'n DW 13 nVlJn) which removes all doubt. Besides this Ibn 
Janah cites also, s. v. nN, Hai's commentary to Besah (p. 77, 22: 

noin npiin -1inn N 'in nivni >Ip ^a 5"'T Ffn '-5 Dvnrn 4n nti 

'lSpr 'D13 p 1]), and perhaps Hai wrote a commentary also 
on Baba batra, see l"r'nn 'iIrln to fol. 22: ll2'PB ',n1 ntn 

5"t 1I rn i'N l 'I '11 i1t ll vi ri3 n rin. The authenticity of the 

commentary on Toharot still remains an open question (comp. 
also my I1T'Pp :NK, p. 47). To the halakic monographs 
coming from Hai are also to be added ,t9?w nllDrn (see 
my Zur jiid.-arab. Litteratur, p. 52) or, what is more probable, 
,LrnTw 'n (see Harkavy in 9~W' '1:, IV, 96b). Hai enjoyed also 
a philosophical education, since he cites, for instance, in his Hawi the 
WP5Is BInM by al-Farabi (see Harkavy, t:D W D ' DIn, VII, 5), 
and perhaps he also composed a commentary on the Pentateuch 
(see ib., p. 6). As halakist Hai must have towered above all his 
predecessors, including Saadya. More similarity with Saadya has 
his Suran successor, Samuel b. Ilofni, a fragment of whose Arabic 
introduction is now accessible in print (ed, Cowley, in Harkavy- 
Festschrift, p. 162-163). It is surprising that Ginzberg ignored 
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Aaron ibn Sarjado completely, of whom indeed a talmudic com- 
mentary on Yebamot is quoted in vol. II, 67. 

Of anonymous halakic writings which, according to Ginzberg, 
still belong to the Gaonic period he discusses the following suc- 
cessively: The DKWI'l I WWI3 I 't'1 on which comp. now Marx 
in Lewy-Festschrift (p. 392-399).--The nlVIpMn 'iD and yan m1m 

he considers likewise as offsprings of the Gaonic period and sug- 
gests that they had been composed at Kairwan. But how does it 
happen that these two works were only known in Germany, begin- 
ning with Eliezer b. Nathan (see my tlVV1'1p 'lK, p. 22. 27), 
while the other scholars of Kairwan, as, for instance, Nissim and 

lHananel, were known and in vogue also in Spain and Italy? It 
is to be remarked here that HIefes b. Yasliah did not correspond 
with Hai, since the Responsum in D4l '1 n, No. II9 was addressed 
to Bahlfil at Kairwan (see ib., p. I4; the reading 515ll 1 instead of 

55 1'Z1n is now confirmed through "n I' tl"O-li n'Tl, ed. 
Schwarz, p. 23).-The tln .jl"y 1NW: is certainly post-Gaonic and 

composed in Europe, see hereon J. N. Epstein in Jahrb. d. jid.-lit. 
Ges., VIII, 447 and ZfhB.,XV, I74. Also the n131nn I'D is un- 
doubtedly post-Gaonic; as the place of its origin Marx suggests 
Palestine (JQR., N. S. I, 86 ff.).-As to Ki' lW ElW see now Apto- 
witzer, REJ., LVII, 252 and Marx, ZfhB., XIII, I72. 

At the very end of the volume (p. I82-205) Ginzberg discusses 
the Gaonic Responsa and their importance, criticising at the same 
time the procedure of Muller, who had grouped them according 
to the individual Geonim, since tradition in this respect is uncer- 
tain and the similarity of names of many Geonim makes it often 
impossible to indicate the authorship. The first attempt to collect 
the Responsa was made, according to Ginzberg, in Kairwan; we 
find, however, that not only the interrogators in their queries to 
Sherira and Hai (not only to Hai, as Ginzberg puts it p. I82, see 
nipIDE n15n No. 73: ... tnea bw '1: Dn5wnVr ... 1pq N1'14 3' 

'13'1 rn13w3 :1 =ln IN Jn l V inD1 54 ... ni51w ni3ivn3 IrvnV NI) 

give reference to Responsa collections, but even these Geonim 
themselves do it; sele vol. II, 231. 8. ii: n1's bl n'1B mlnnl1rn El1 
(one more proof that the Responsa referred to come from Hai). 
There was no fixed rule for the collection, and in the collections 
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instituted outside of the Academy also non-Gaonic Responsa were 
admitted. The latter, according to Ginzberg, only by those who 
were contemporaries of Hai, among whom Alfasi was the youngest, 
being twenty-five years of age at the death of Hai. However, 
Ginzberg himself offers a collection of Responsa in vol. II, 36, 
where Nathan b. Jehiel is quoted as already deceased, hence from 
the first half of the twelfth century. On the other hand, the 

Responsa in ntS nSrnp, No. 56b (p. 52-62. 83-89) and in CHpn 
II, 87, No. 8, where Hai is quoted as already deceased, might have 
been composed by his younger contemporaries. Unjust is also the 
claim that only halakic Responsa have been preserved. We possess 
indeed from Hai a very elaborate theologico-philosophical Respon- 
sum upon the problem of the 'Ajal ( 3S ), which was adopted by 
Judah ibn Bal'am in his commentary on Isa. 38 and which is now 
accessible to us completely in the original (,tn5W nl5p, No. 3, comp. 
in the same connection my remarks Monatsschrift, XLIV, 142). 

Moreover, the chronological problems found in the list of the Re- 

sponsa ib., p. 69 have hardly anything in common with similar 

problems by Hiwi Albalkhi, as Ginzberg maintains (p. 201, n. 2). 
They were rather modeled after similar questions in the talmudic- 
midrashic literature. Besides, among Hliwi's queries that have 
been preserved there is not even one of a chronological content, 
for the question of such a nature found at the end of Saadya's 
Emunot, section III, does not belong to him (see my ::5n1; nrn, 

p. I9).9 Very useful are the lists on p. I87-I99 of Gaonic quota- 
tions in the works of three schools: the Spanish (the writings 
of Judah b. Barzilai), the Italian (tOp[,l :W), and the French 

(itOi1 '1lntm) with an index of the places where they occur. 
Here the great erudition of Ginzberg manifests itself, and such 
lists are desirable also for other works, particularly for those 
of the German school (above all V'1t 'lnQ). 

The volume closes with observations concerning the importance 
of the Gaonic Responsa also as monuments of literature and history 
in which the spirit of their age is reflected (p. 202-203). Although 

9 A relation could rather be found between Ijiwi's questions and a series 
of contradictions between biblical verses, such as are enumerated, for in- 
stance, in Sifre, Numb., ? 42 (ed. Friedmann, fol. 13a). On this comp. now 
Bacher, REJ., LXIII, I53. 
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sometimes inviting contradiction this volume contains so many 
instructive elements and reveals so many new aspects that it will 
continue to be of lasting value. 

II 

These new aspects, to which I have referred as being abund- 
ant in the first volume, Ginzberg was able to obtain mostly from 
the treasures of the Genizah, which he edited in vol. II and 
which contain such a plethora of material that even to sketch it 

approximately would require more than the frame of even an 
elaborate review. Altogether 47 larger or smaller fragments are 
edited here, of which the first 38 (with the exception of No. 
VI. VII. X. XXXIV. XXXV) contain Gaonic Responsa (p. 1-345), 
while the last 9, which form an appendix (p. 347-40I), contain 

very important pieces from Gaonic works, as She'eltot, Halakot 
Gedolot, etc. The first i8 fragments (p. I-I65), it is true, were 

published prior to this in JQR., XVI-XX, but they were very 
scattered here (see the concordance table by Marx, ZfhB., XIII, 

I65), and hence it is fit and proper that Ginzberg has published 
them in vol. II once more. 

All these fragments come, as mentioned above, from the 
Genizah: 35 of them (No. III, IV, VI, VII, XITI-XXXIV and 

XXXIX-XLVII) from the Taylor-Schechter Collection, 9 (No. 
VIII-XII and XXXV-XXXVIII) from the Bodleiana, 2 (No. 
I-TI) from the British Museum, and one (No. V) from the 

private collection of D. W. Amram in Philadelphia. Ginzberg 
maintains that he has incorporated in his work all the Gaonic 

Responsa found in the above-named libraries. An exception are 
the Responsa written in Arabic (a Responsum by Hai not included, 
which he offers on p. 38 together with a Hebrew translation), 
which, however, is to be regretted very much. Besides, he also 
omitted the Responsa already known taking them up only when 

they offered variants. These variants are very instructive, and 

Ginzberg calls attention to them chiefly in his learned prefaces to 
each fragment. Since we have fragments before us it is natural 
that a great part of the Responsa contained in them should be 

imperfect and also that the authors should be indicated only in 

very rare cases, and here again Ginzberg has proved his great 
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erudition in the above-mentioned prefaces, succeeding often in his 

attempt to obtain the names of these authors. Besides, these pre- 
faces contain a brief summary of the contents of each fragment 
and other remarks. The number of the Responsa offered here, 
both complete and fragmentary, amounts to more than 300, and 
of all the collections known heretofore'only the one by Harkavy 
equals it in value, the difference being that ours, with the exception 
of very few fragments, has not preserved everywhere as Harkavy's 
the very interesting introductory and concluding formulae. Rare 

examples are the introductory formula in Fragm. XVIII (p. 214), 
the concluding formula in Fragm. XXXVI (p. 283), and especially 
the introductory formula in Fragm. XXXVIII B (p. 326), where 
not only the date (Adar II69 Sel. = 858), the author (Amram b. 

Sheshna), and the person addressed (Meir b. Joseph) are recorded, 
but also the subject taught at the academy during that Kallah- 

month ( Imn J5 N1 nvS tlmn 4 np -i p 6 wm x1IN ln tnx). 
Here is also found the introductory formula beginning with IN 

tlW, which is known also from other sources and which resembles 
most closely the one found at the beginning of Amram's Siddur 

(see my DlW DI ' D , I, 46 ff., where ours is now to be added). 
Especially interesting are the following fragments: Fr. VI 

(p. 50-53) which comes from a Palestinian who was a pupil or 

younger contemporary of Jehudai and which sheds much light on 

the dominating influence of the Babylonians in Jerusalem. The 

following passage is especially to be emphasized (p. 52) : 1W:I '1 

lnnn =t10w Isn lI rinvtn N Srtl wVlp xN-wI rpxa n nDIx 1r^ 
nl npnlin n:nn ivwSw Is 14 : nn ww n,nv ri :nm Dn lTn, r rn 

(o n the subject comp. G inzberg's introdctory remarks to this 

(on the subject comp. Ginzberg's introductory remarks to this 

fragment). Here is also found the above-mentioned high estima- 

tion of Jehudai, which has an analogy in the Responsum, ed. 

Harkavy (Iln1, IV, 72).-Fr. VII (p. 56-71) contains indices to 

Gaonic Responsa, such as have been known heretofore only from 

Wertheimer's m[ nn3lp. Here, however, we learn to know quite 
new names and entirely new facts, thus, for instance, that 

Meshullam b. Kalonymus of Lucca was in correspondence with 

Sherira and Hai (p. 57; comp. my t'I'W tW I, I, 64), that 
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Aaron ibn Sarjado had written talmudic commentaries (p. 67: 
';l-N :1'I W1'V1 11YnD, see above), that there was in Pumbedita a 

residence for the scholastic president of Sura (p. 71: 1'15l nflKI 

j5K n3o ̂ nl sm 1D mrnnD OR: -nim ''a ' lo m,&nm5n ...,f SMnI1; 
the passage is not altogether clear, see ZfhB., XV, 169), etc., etc.- 
Fr. X (p. 87-88) which contains no Responsum but an epistle. The 
writer was of Bagdad and contemporary of the sons of R. Natira 
and the sons of R. Aaron (Aaron ibn Sarjado?) and he wrote 
in the interest of the Academy (see p. 88, 1. I5: tPl l:l tp 5n 3 

Dn~nn 11r, 1t D'7^U5n aNMl 5n'), but which?-Fr. XIII (p. 
II4-I2I) which contains among other things the 111D'11 nrD n I1D 
mentioned by Amram at the beginning of his Siddur and sent by 
Natronai b. Hilai to Lucena (see the learned introductory remarks 
of the author).-Fr. XXVII (p. 239-241) which contains partly 
Responsa and partly Decisions, but in a quite peculiar form, as 
with the superscription KWlp) (p. 239, 1. 23, 31), T'1ID (p. 240, 1, 

5, 6, 8; 1. it l q5M ry:^: does not mean "some of Geonim" but 
a certain Gaon), etc.-Fr. XXVIII (p. 246-249) which contains 
a kind of commentary on Baba .kamma 5Ia-82a, but in the form 
of answers to questions (comp. e. g. p. 247, 1. 29: DtnI' wl, 

p. 249, 1. 23: ll3n~SlW lrD M). Such Responsa-like talmudic com- 
mentaries have their analogy in other Gaonic Responsa collections, 
and to those mentioned by Ginzberg, p. 242 are still to be added 
above all the word explanations to Abodah Zarah which Hai sent 
in the year 993 to Elhanan b. Shemariah and which are known 
even as i71t ,nny ? NhE, nw' (Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., IV, 22-24; 
comp. ib., p. 350). Such commentaries are of inestimable value 
for the exegesis and textual criticism of the Talmud.-Fr. XXXIV 
(p. 275-276) which consists of two leaves, of which I recto is 
blank, while I verso contains only a few lines beginning with 

the words: '15i nD4: "i nllnn pi W'1nD 'Innn' n:3 and then 
giving an explanation to n111rl1 X , '1 ilV1 (Berakot 54b), the 
same as quoted by the 'Aruk, s. v. vnm, from a Responsum by 
Hai and by the nl':1p1 ;'lW, as seen above, from the rMW n1'1tDrl 
as coming from Hai's commentary on Berakot. Between leaf 
I and 2 there is a lacuna, and leaf 2 contains the interpretation 
of a passage in Berakot 59b-6oa. Ginzberg believes that here we 
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have a fragment of Nissim's nnal n D, D which was omitted in the 
edition (where there is altogether no explanation to Berakot 54 
nor to 59-62). It is, however, difficult to believe that Nissim, 
who cites Hai otherwise (comp. e. g. ed. Goldenthal, fol. I3a and 
I5a) and even quotes expressly his commentary on Berakot (fol. 
23a above: :, ;n'1:2*1 WIE;l: i 1n1 "rIt JIMr p) Rn in1'1i) should 
not name here the originator. Besides, even if we should 
admit with Ginzberg that the Hebrew translator had omitted the 
Hebrew Gaonic Responsa which are quoted in the Mafteah, why 
did he omit also the explanation to 59b-6oa? The latter is also 
much more elaborate than the others in the Mafteah, containing 
the phrase WR.l ptnil11 (p. 275, 1. IO) which is current only 
among the Geonim. It is perhaps not venturesome to assume that 
the copyist had erred and that we have before us a fragment of 
Hai's commentary on Berakot, which, as may be seen from the 
quotations in Solomon b. Adret's novellae to this tractate, was 
quite elaborate. 

Of especial interest are also: Fragm. XXXV (p. 278-279) which 
contains a rhymed epistle by Hai to Judah b. Joseph of Kairwan 
and concerning which see ZfhB., XIV, 23. 82. 84. I15, and the 
Fragm. XXXVIII (p. 318-345) already mentioned which is the 
most comprehensive. It consists of two parts: A. MS. Bodl. 
2760, fol. II-12, and 2826, fol. 62-63, contains fifty explanations to 
passages in Shabbat 3a-57a (with a lacuna to 8b-I7b) from an 
older Gaon (perhaps Natronai). The explanations are brief, 
mostly of a linguistic character, and, as Ginzberg points out, were 
used assiduously by the 'Aruk. Emphasis must especially be given 
to the explanations to nna n11 (p. 318, 1. 9), 0in;D fl.^ (p. 319, 1. 

7, on which comp. Ginzberg's remark p. 295), nr1IDD (p. 320, 1. 4), 
nflrl (ib., 1. I8; comp. REJ., LXI, 206 ff.), :1-iX (p. 321, 1. 
14), "'KNIn (ib., 1. I8), 15' fln (p. 322, 1. 9: nn'' 15' NSn 
K^ND :: '1tXD W 1IWl1 .,. WM , ,n;Jp; this the Gaon must have 
heard from Eleazar Alluf, which would be a further proof for Na- 
tronai's authorship, see my 131W D04W, I, 52), etc. They all have 
in addition some bearing on the history of civilization.-B. MS. Bodl. 
2826, fol. 64-73, contains 5I Responsa by Amram mostly on nrY'Y, 
which, as Ginzberg points out, were present before the 'Ittur as 
a collection and which exhibit many interesting points. Thus 
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Resp. II (p. 328, 1. 9.-p. 330, 1. 14) on Tosefta, Sifra, and Sifre, 
which was subsequently incorporated in part in the DPIIn i11 
DWXW1DI (see Ginzberg, p. 305-308); Resp. XXX (p. 340, 1. 

8-22) on 4JlD5w YnD which goes perhaps to prove the existence of 
Samaritans in Babylonia during the Gaonic time, this being sub- 
stantiated also in other places ;'O Resp. XXXIV (p. 341, 1. I8-p. 342, 

1. 3) where mention is made of the SDnlItl pTl whom Ginzberg 
(p. 315) identifies with the Saboraim,'1 etc. 

However, also ih the other fragments there are here and 
there very interesting Responsa, of which I wish to mention a few: 
Fr. II Resp. XV (p. 29, 1. 26-p. 31, 1. 25), the well-known Respon- 
sum on *NZ'i f3TLDi preserved elsewhehre which exhibits here some 

better readings, as p. 30, 1. 17: IDI DS'JM nMpI VMI (in ~"n, I5 
'11 nXpDI IDgmtN ) and the addition p. 32, 1. 2I: '1I D3 nn1 1n'I1, 
on which see above.-ib. Resp. XX (p. 32, 1. 28-p. 33, 1. 5) on the 

prohibition of nr:1 'w: quoted in Pardes, 2ib (comp. Epstein in 

p,Jn, VI, 69 and Aptowitzer, REJ., LVII, 249).--ib., Resp. XXIII 

(p. 33, 1. 24-p. 34, 1. 8) where mention is made of a query by the 

people of Basra to Nahshon (a query from Basra to Hai p. 71; 
comp. also p. 212, 1. 16; Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt. IV, I04. 2I6 and 

above).-ib., Resp. XXVI (p. 35, 1. I-p. 36, 1. 25) where Natha'n 
b. Jehiel is mentioned (see above and Aptowitzer, JQR., XVIII, 
I35).-ib., Resp. XLI (p. 40, 1. I2-p. 42, 1. 21, uncompleted), an ex- 

planation of ;inl'y (Shabbat 84b), which, to judge by the rough- 
ness of the language seems to be a translation from the Arabic. 

The preliminary seven premises (pn ... SW rlDUln piDn f ... 

o It is strange that Biichler (REJ., XLIII, 57 ff.) does not cite the 

Gaonic view concerning Inl~ nt)n, which he could have adduced from the 

Responsum by Jehudai in I 'lt Iytr, No. 272. He overlooked likewise 

the most important passage in Hal. Ged. 167a (= Hal. Pesukot, ed. Schloss- 

berg, p. 83), where it is expressly stated: r'1l pt'tlin p lt n tvir pt 'l 1 

HRno vi .m wN ?K'1, vi -in Nl n Krrvin rtnwy. 

1" There were, however, also in Gaonic times 41V1 1111' who are 

quoted in a Responsum by Zadok (iDOt I. 1W, fol. 21a, No. I5) and who 

were properly the Dvl'i 8''1' p1' ; see my ItZlt D::'11, I, 47, and 

Eppenstein, Monatsschrift, LII, 340, whose deductions are not altogether 

irrefutable. 
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... T, KP) are reminiscent of Samuel b. HIofni's manner.- 
Fr. VIII Resp. VI (p. 83, 1. 6-II) where Nathan b. Shahriar, the 
descendant of Bostanai and the Persian princess, is mentioned.- 
Fr. XII Resp. III (p. 98, 1. I5-I9) concerning errors to be corrected 
in a bill of divorce (comp. p. 94).-Fr. XVI Resp. III (p. 141, 
1. I-p. I42, 1. 9) on an interesting theological problem to which 

Ginzberg draws a parallel from St. Barnabas (p. 137).-Fr. XIX 

Resp. II (p. I69, 1. 7-p. 173, 1. 4) on the orthography of the bill of 
divorce ( in addition to Epstein's treatise in S1i' cited p. 424 
comp. also *plnn, I, i88).-Fr. XXXI Resp. VIII (p. 263, 1. 9-13) 
on the Pentateuch lesson and the Haftarah during the public fasts, 
which quite deviate from those known heretofore (on which see 

Ginzberg, p. 260), etc., etc. 

Many Responsa contain interesting contributions to the history 
of civilization in those days and to the customs then prevailing. 
Of historical data the following may be mentioned: The burning 
of Haman on Purim (p. 3, on which comp. Friedlaender JQR., 
N. S., I, 257); the custom to take checks from the bath-keeper 
or baker in token of having prepaid the price of admission or 

purchase, explaining the talmudic p11OD (ib., comp. also p. 57, 
No. 3); concerning a school preceptor who exceeds in chastising 
small children and the opinion of the Gaon on it (p. 9) ; the 

procedure of a bee-keeper (p. 123); Jews had frequently associated 
with non-Jews in business and thus arose various legal questions 
concerning the Sabbath and similar things (p. 194. I96; comp. also 

p. 8I and 263), etc., etc. As to customs having a bearing on the 

history of religion, the following, though known heretofore, may 
be dwelt upon: Th, usage to give a tnp t3 resp. 'lWp3 tW had 

already ceased then (p. IOI) ; for the erection of nrln lX'lpy 
a little flour was gathered from each house on the last day of 
Passover (p. I2I); in taking an oath no Torah scroll was used 

any longer (p. 154; comp. also Ginzberg's. reference p. T46 and 

Biichler, REJ., XLIII, 52, where much is still to be supple- 
mented); there were especially pious people who also in Babylonia 
practiced the laws of rlnn and tithes and observed the tenets of 
purity (p. 22I; comp. on this Ginzberg p. 217-218 and the passage 
from Meiri's nla t=a, p. 63 cited by Aptowitzer, Monatsschrift, 
LV, 379. The laws of purity were also observed by the Karaites, 
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but only after Anan, see REJ., XLV, I97, and the Rabbanites 
endeavored to emphasize that these laws are no more obligatory 
after the destruction of the temple), etc. 

The fragments published here are often, like those in Harkavy's 
edition, remnants of whole collections and numbered at the margin, 
allowing us to make some instructive observations. Thus the 

complete Responsa in Fr. II (i. e. 3-8) exhibit the numeration 

17-22, which must be original, since the passages from Yoma 

explained in them do not follow the order of the Talmud (see 

p. 7). Furthermore, the Resp. XIX corresponds to ed. Harkavy, 
No. 30 and Resp. XXII to ed. Hark., No. 31, so that the sources 

of this edition cannot claim to be the prototypes. It further 

escaped Ginzberg's attention that numbers 20-22 correspond to the 

Responsa No. 46-48 in ntID nrSp, and hence it also follows that 

in Resp. XXI we are to add the following: ;1l h 8W :mm ] ')nD t31 

'111 p1in B 1 w nn [WIb& . What is meant therefore is Gen. 

r., VI, 6 (concerning the various readings of the word p13nl see 

Theodor, ad loc., p. 46) and not the Pesikta, ed. Buber, p. 86.--In 
the indices to Fr. VII (see abo.ve) two Responsa are indicated on o. 

57 as 3-4, which follow one another in the same order also p. 4 of 

our volume. On p. 62 correspond again numbers 40-42 to ed. Har- 

kavy, No. 248-250, 48-50 = ed. H., 251-253, 53-56 = ed. H., 254-257, 

and 58 = ed, H., 258. From this it results once more that the 

manuscript which served ed. Harkavy as original was copied from 

another which still contained the numbers 43-47, 5I-52, and 57 
of our index and which the copyist omitted. The same result 

is further obtained from Fr. XIX which has preserved at the 

margin the numeration 55-57 and where the second Resp. = ed. 

Hark., No. 436 and the fourth = ed. H., 437, hence our third 

Responsum was missing in the manuscript underlying ed. Hark.- 

The most comprehensive collection was the one to which Fr. XVII 

belonged, this fragment having preserved at the margin the num- 

bers 498-505, 568-577, and 585-593 (the intervening numbers form 

lacunae in our fragment), whereby the collector recorded also 

on the margin the corresponding Halakot in Maimonides' Code, 
but in an ignorant or superficial way (see p. 143). The Responsa 
are abbreviated, almost in the manner of the so-called rnlYp ed. 

Mantua (although without the words MiW and ilmrtn), as, for 
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instance, a comparison of No. 504 with irtl5 , Dtn, No. 55 will 
show. The letter 3 at the upper end of fol. I recto designates 
perhaps the twentieth layer.-A similar numeration with citations 
from the Halakot of Maimonides is also found in Fr. XXXVII 

(No. 441-443) which descends perhaps from the same codex as 

Fr. XVII. On the other hand, Fr. XXX has besides the numera- 
tion also the subject of discussion, but riot in accordance with the 

Halakot of Maimonides (1D : 't33 DIb, S:ll'p nl' ri 1).-In Fr. 
XXXVI the numeration as well as the number of lines prove that, 
despite the same manuscript (see p. 280), different, unconnected 

pieces were here put together. Leaves I and 4 undoubtedly belong 
together, whereby the Responsum on fol. I recto bearing the 
number 26 was sent to Judah b. Joseph Alluf at Kairwan, the 

Resp. on leaf 4, however, as a comparison with ed. Hark., p. 15 
shows, to Tlemcen (in accordance with this 'PlV'J p. 288, 1. 20 is 
to be emended into "VsK, i. e. 1313 Sel. = I002). Also the 'lpi1 
mentioned here is no doubt Barka in northern Africa. Leaf 2 
contains the end of a Responsum which was dispatched to Kabes, 
and the beginning of another which is designated as No. 2. Leaf 

3 finally contains the end of a Responsum and the beginning of 
another which is termed No. 3 (hence cannot be the continuation 
of the preceding one) and was likewise, as nWl rl13121n,rl, 131-134 
shows, sent to Tlemcen. All these Responsa were thus sent to 
Northern Africa and probably all of them come from Hai, but 

despite all this they are derived from different collections, mani- 

festing once more the strong tie that connected these lands with 
the Geonim and the intensive activity in forming collections of 
the Gaonic Responsa. Finally also Fragments III. XV. XVI and 
XXIX are numbered. But even where the fragments are not 
numbered we can still arrive at some conclusions from the mere 
succession of the Responsa. Thus follow, for instance, in Fr. V 
the second and third Resp. one upon another, exactly as in the 

fragment published by Harkavy in D~rn, II, 71-77, hence both 

fragments are derived from the same original. The ninth and 
tenth Resp. in Fr. XII which deal with quite different matters 

(ritual and liturgy) correspond to No. 98 and 99 (not 88 and 89) 
in ed. Mantua, only that they are not Aramaic here as in our 

fragment, but Hebrew. The manuscript underlying our fragment 
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was therefore perhaps the source for the collector of the original 
of ed. Mantua, etc. All these are minutiae which tend to illumine 

more and more the neglected but important theme of the origin 
of the various Responsa collections. 

A great, perhaps the greatest part, of the Responsa edited in 

this volume contains explanations to various passages in the 

Talmud, as may be seen from the index of these passages (p. 409- 

4Io) arranged by Ginzberg in a creditable way. However, not 

only the hermeneutics and the exegesis of the Talmud reaps a 

rich harvest from this newest Responsa collection, but also its 

textual criticism, for here we find preserved a whole series of re- 

markable readings. See, for instance, Ginzberg's remarks on p. 

8; p. 91, n. 2; p. 93; P. 129 ,No. I; p. I66 and 167, No. 3; p. 242, etc. 

The appendix contains the following pieces: Fr. XXXIX- 

XLIII offer different portions from the She'eltot which are of 

great importance for the text and composition of this work (see 

above). Thus Fr. XL, for instance, contains the Derasha to 

She'elta 43, which is missing in the editions, and besides 

that a great part of She'elta 44 in an essentially different 

form than in the editions. Furthermore we find here at 

the margin of fol. 7 recto the following very important note: 

12 H. Tschernowitz (pseud. 'l?v Vi) who has writtten recently on the 

She'eltot (^ttl, XXV, I9II, p. 538) refuses to admit that we possess this 

work in an incomplete form, for Ginzberg's publication remained unknown 
to him. The question already mentioned, why in the She'eltot some, even 
very important commands, are overlooked, while others, even less important, 
are discussed several times, is answered by Tsch. to the effect that AJba 
pursued anti-Karaite (properly antibantitalmudic, since Aba had written before 
the appearance of 'Anan) tendencies, and hence laid especial emphasis on 
such commands as were not acknowledged by the opponents of tradition. But 
this seems to me to be without foundation, for in the first place many such 
commands are missing (as e. g. z S l n's, %S= tlw' , etc.), on the other 
hand even such commands and prohibitions wherein the Karaites concur 
with he Talmud are treated twice, thus the prohibition to bring cases into 

non-Jewish courts (comp, Benjamin Nahawendi's lrtsZZ nritW, Ia below; 
Tsch. calls here for his support the late Aaron b. Elijah). Besides, we hear 

nothing of anti-traditional sects in Palestine at the time of Aba. The 

presence of Karaites in this land is attested at first by Ben Meir epistles at 
the beginning of the tenth century. 
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1lp tn (r. tn^tA) p:nbt i1p4 (r. nnir6w ) nw 45 j.n wmnr 

W~'n 'p' Dh pJ rl1 'p' nn 1":1 pI p'n i:n; thus the Derasha is 
here altogether at the end and not before the end (see 

above). Fr: XLI contains the beginning of a quite unknown 
She'elta (it is to be regretted that Ginzberg did not 

print also the halakic and haggadic extracts contained in 
this fragment, see p. 350) and Fr. XLIII has likewise 
an unknown She'elta for Yom Kippur,"2 which offers many inter- 

esting details, thus a citation from Midrash Tehillim which is the 
oldest known to us (p. 373, 1. 8; the word D=V, however, belongs to 

1-BDD*3, and no conclusion can be drawn therefrom for the divi- 
sion of this Midrash into Sedarim, comp. also Aptowitzer, Monats- 

schrift, LV, 634), then the comparison of the repentant to the sinful 

royal son who returns home (p. 377, 1. 4) which reminds us of 
the well-known parable in the Gospel, etc. Fr. XLIV contains, 
according to Ginzberg, a piece of the Hal. Ged. in different, char- 
acteristic arrangement. As a matter of fact, however, we have 
here before us, as already mentioned above, a fragment of the 
Aramaic original of the Halakot ed. Schlossberg, fol. I correspond- 
ing to ed. p. 85, 1. 3 from below-p. 86, 1. 21; fol 2-5 = ed. p. 

87, 1. I5-p. 90, 1. 9, and fol. 6 = ed. p. 90, 1. 2 from bel.-p. 9I, 
1. 4 (between fol. I-2 and 5-6 there are lacunae). I have treated of 
it specifically in REJ., LXIII, 232 ff. and here I only wish to single 
out the following: pn?i 5.:r 14',1 p ?n m: l r','il wln K n 4n, 

'1 1 Nn:Mrnn (p. 386, 1. 7) which ed. Schlossb. p. 88, 1. Io corre- 

sponds to: 1l: nl':w' nwr 1n p1, n:n 1l ,n [:'ri A rin] 'nnrn nl 
while at the corresponding passage in Hal. Ged. the words 1'1 rn'V 
51'1i are missing (see Ginzberg's note ad loc.).-Fr. XLVI contains 
a piece from niX3p nI13n ed. Horowitz with a few variants and 
Fr. XLVII a leaf which Ginzberg considers to be a piece from a 

quite unknown version of the Hal. Ged. and in which he sees Pal- 
estinian influences (p. 352). The fragment, however, is too small 
to enable us to render judgment upon it. 

The volume closes with an index of the material, which is 

arranged according to the order of the Shulhan 'Aruk and where 

at the end, as already noted, the Talmud passages commented on 
are recorded (p. 404-410); a general index with Hebrew catch- 
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words in alphabetic order (p. 411-418); and additions and correc- 
tions (p. 419-425). And now finally I wish to add a few single 
remarks to the whole volume: 

P. I6. From the words of our Responsum it cannot be 
concluded that thehre existed a commentary by Saadya (not trans- 

lation) to Chronicles, which is not attested anywhere else, see 

JQR., X, 248 (so read in Steinschneider, Arab. Lit. d. Juden, p. 
67, n. 31, instead of 246). Saadya could have given his opinion in 
a Responsum or in his commentary on Kelim I7, Io, which 
was perhaps in existence, or somewhere else.-p. 45. As 

regards Saadya's Responsum on the eating of dead locusts 
and dead fishes comp. also ZfhB., IV, 74. Comp. in addition the 

passage in Schechter's Documents, I, 12: f 15: Ml D ,n1i ... 
I wx: jN1n D,8rwo a D=nm 5nl 3n1 Iman tr"n i1pj tK 

'1:1 t,n on ly D n (see ib., p. LI).-p. 49. The insertion 
of the Shema' in the Kedusha to Musaf is also referred 
to the persecutions on the part of the Persian king Yezdgred 
(tOpril '1 , ? 48, comp. also Eshkol, ed. Albeck, I, p. 39).-P. 78. 
The custom to enter in the Ketubba also the woman's garments, 
furniture, etc. in addition to her dowry, is very old, being found 

already in the Assuan Papyrus G (ed. Cowley), see ZfhB., XI, 71 
below. From the Gaonic time I have published such a Ketubba 

(REJ., XLVIII, 173) from Fostat dated 1029 (not. I030).-p. I04 
below. Here not only the classification of the people according 
to their social position and vocation is highly interesting from a 
cultural and historical point of view, but also the designation D' WV 

Q1341M (p. I05 above) for people of the middle class (inst. of 

DIJ'l).-p. io8. On the custom of pronouncing a blessing over 
the washing of the hands before the grace after meals on the 

Passover-night see now Aptowitzer, REJ., LXIII, I25 and the 

passages recorded there.-p. IIo. At the time of Natronai the 
custom to wear a Tallit was perhaps indeed not universally spread. 
Of interest is the following Responsum by this Gaon (Olli nloInr 

/,,:, No. 38; nwmn " Irv, 88): ? n K^ 11Kw pKwn l. :nm 4n, 
I-p $ mt6r n- M h rnl4Y I n X:ns tinsn 14T^ W"p n-w trp'pi 
l'ini m, (r. invn,v) nnrnr 1'^lnt mi l n n,~?nm D nnn (comp. also 

my 7 r1 rKnn Dwrn Dno ',, p. io).-p. 180. Through the 
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Gaonic reading in 'Erubin 53a 1;n:12Vt and nn'6w instead of 

nm3nr and nlW , which is also the right one, the 

hypothesis of B. Lewin (nr~nn,rl I, 66) who wanted to 

explain through it the enigmatic T:trn in the Mesha Stone, is 
done away with18 (comp. also Chajes, Riv. Isr., VII, 254).-p. 185, 
1. 24. This Responsum (and similarly the following one) is found 
more elaborately and with variants in DWln wVln, ed. Mekize 

Nirdamim, p. I9 (comp. also ib., p. X, n. I4), where among others 

nltWN stands for p31'.-p. I88. On the puzzling decision of the 
Gaon who permits to thresh with an ox and a donkey, the 

ploughing only being forbidden, comp. Aptowitzer, Monatsschrift, 
LV, 639, according to whom this has reference only to the case 
when the animals are not fastened together. But then the Re- 

sponsum would have mentioned something about it.-p. 211. That 
Moses Gaon used Persian words is not at all surprising, for, in the 
first place, they are derived from the Talmud, and, secondly, even 
the last Gaon Hai still understood Middle Persian, i. e. Pehlevi. 
having used Kalila we-Dimna which was composed in this tongue, 
see ibn Bal'am on Deut. 28, 2I (in Fuchs' Studien iiber ibn 

Bal'am, I, p. XXI; comp. Steinschneider in yr5nn, II, 62 and 

Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., IV, 37I). On the other hand, we have 
Hai's own testimony that in his days Jews as well as non-Jews 
in Babylonia spoke Aramaic (see the interesting Responsum, ed. 

Harkavy, in UlplN, II, 82; comp. on this Chajes, Riv. Isr., VI, I95). 
In our Responsa Persian words occur also outside of this case 

(see General Index, s. v. 'DD tIW).-p. 256, 1. 15. Here is to be 
noted the very rare name nspP which occurs otherwise only in 

HefeS b. Yazliah and in Solomon b. Yazliah in MS. Bodl. 2876', 
see Riv. Isr., VI, 24I.-p. 305. Not only in biblical citations the 

words were abbreviated in such a manner, but also in whole Bible 

texts, see JQR., VII, 362.-p. 315. That 1TW is the prolongation 
of 4yX I can hardly believe. Krauss (Lehnworter, II, I35) con- 
siders it on a par with the Greek 'Aaiag or 'Aaiov; comp. also 

Bacher, Monatsschrift, XLVI, 83. 

18 In the same number (p. 41) 1ewin publishes from a manuscript in 
Parma a brief Responsum by Sherira unknown heretofore. This as well 

as those published by Harkavy (clp1, II, 82-87) are to my knowledge 
the only Gaonic Responsa that have appeared since Ginzberg's publication. 
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Postscript. Besides the Responsa mentioned in note I3 
there has appeared also, since the completion of this review, a 
small, tolerably interesting collection under the title Gaoni Respon- 
sumok... kiadta, forditotta es magyarazatokkal ellata Kis Ch. 
Henrik, Budapest 1912, 35 pp. 8?. These Responsa were derived 
from two Genizah fragments which had been in the possession of 
David Kaufmann and on his demise passed into the hands of the 
Hungarian Academy. The editor, H. Kis, published them as a 
dissertation for the doctorate of the Budapest University, hence 
their elaboration is in the Hungarian tongue. The first fragment 
which consists of two disconnected leaves contains two incom- 

plete Responsa in the domain of civil law, composed in the Arabic 
language. More interesting is the second fragment which contains 
sixteen Responsa. The first eight, which are composed in Hebrew, 
are designated on the margin as No. 94-1oi; they all come from 
Hai and they were all sent to one place, probably to Fostat.4' 
This follows from the concluding formula of the last Responsum: 
'T31 pnan ,n:3D nnr +i . Iniwl: Dnnxnw l ni t= 1r4)n tru: 4;i 

1nm8 !e \!s1n wi8n Dj ttO t^X Xp3p^: 
They have therefore been copied from Hai's autograph, and indeed 

through Menasseh ha-Kohen ben Jacob, whose name we find 

signed under documents of Fostat from the years 1125-35 (MS. 
Bodl. 28764. 28787; MS. St. Petersb. B I9a, Cat. Harkavy-Strack, 
p. 273)-a fact unknown to Kis. Two of these Responsa have 
been known for a long time, namely Resp. 97 = ,rnW F nnp 
No. 23 (comp. Monatsschrift, XLIV, 143) and Resp. Ioi = ed. 

Harkavy 36 (where the concluding formula is fuller: ... pIX' ';, 
:1i w' rrr5.1 : nrpn n:l np:lnn1 i InIw:: nn n I. It is shown 
thereby that this Responsum does not come ?rom Sherira, and 

accordingly the statement in my nD'~W 31417, I, 28 above is to be 
corrected. Interesting is also No. 98, where the word nrlfnn 

(Baba batra 146a) is explained and where we find among other 
matters: n1lNp: nKTi nOnl Z nn Y'np 15: n'l m :n KwW m ." 

1nl:n1 DWnri DW5Wn nn5nn wI n 3s4 mnrn vIinnO nwm ninn 

nD:n n,Sae: 
14 Accordingly also these Responsa are to be added to those which were 

sent by the Geonim to IEgypt and which I have registered in REJ., XLVIII, 
i6i; LI, 58. 
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This word, however, does not occur in our recensions of the Sefer 

Yesirah.-Immediately after these Responsa follow eight more, 
which are designated on the margin as No. i-8 and bear the 

superscription: Y"t jR. nmvI D .:1 "xi K ,1 4i2 tn, hence a col- 
lection of Saadyanic Responsa. They are all-with the exception 
of No. 5-in Arabic and otherwise unknown. The following de- 
serve mention: No. i which treats of Jn;1'n n:.' The number of 

strokes, according to Saadya, is thirteen, and these are bestowed 
on those who transgress a traditional precept, such as hair-cutting 
on semi-holidays or wearing shoes during the days of mourn- 

ing, etc. (CtnI ..* nipj K l ni1n ln t nnljn KMl KKTIp3 nflVr?) nfl 

4D nIw in Nt Snn nD^S CSo ; nnp3 0S w-? :Vn1wD 

r5in n iws< Pn n 5nZS6 bDw 4 53.= 53.nr it -mnn iw 6hn 
i iK nn=l^ Nn6^S: nji in l ^ ; comp. on the other 

hand Hai's Responsum in ,:a'Itn wry' No. 15 and in addition 
Jahrbuch d, jiid.-liter. Gesellschaft, VIII, 450 and ZfhB., XV, 
I75). No. 4 deals with the ajal problem (see above), which 

Saadya discusses also in his Emunot, ch. VI (ed. Slucki, o02), yet 
the end seems to have been omitted by the copyist. The Respon- 
sum makes reference to the talmudic account of Eleazar b. Simon 

(Baba mesi'a 85a): T MfiVD N3: T ^y'liel n nm "l1n PSE 4' 

KS1 W::R :83D PR jl3tWW 3138 'It3t5 '17 lW}ID'1 8W FnSl: pWIDS 51K 

In No. 6 Saadya proes t 11hat (Exo. 3, ) must be con 

In No. 6 Saadya proves that esWI (Exod. 3, 22) must be con 
strued in the sense of "asking for a present," with reference to 

I Sam. i, 28; Mishnah Shabbat 23, i, Baba batra 9, i and Berakot 
29a (DW'i nM1I i, W). This interpretation, as Kis points out, 

agrees with his translation in the Pentateuch ad loc. :rinDln 1 

,~'llK ), and is quoted by Babiya b. Asher ad loc. in the name 
of HIananel. This is therefore an additional proof that hlananel 
in his exposition of the Pentateuch was mostly dependent on 
Saadya (comp. Monatsschrift, XLI, 209, n. i). 

Warsaw SAMUEL POZNANSKI 
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